In ordering any of the above parts, always mention length of Spider the part is to be used on, and also mention whether single or double spring.

No. B-32—Crab Washer

Extra heavy iron with foot treadle raising and lowering device, used on all screw and spring chairs illustrated on pages 60 to 82 inclusive.

In ordering any of the above parts, always mention length of Spider the part is to be used on, and also mention whether single or double spring.

C-35—Steel Spider  C-39—Plate  C-43—Springs  C-60%—Chair Iron with Steel Spider
C-36—Front Spring Holder  C-40—Bolt Washer  C-44—Bolt  In ordering, always mention the exact outside measurement of Spider Arms (not the distance between screw holes). Mention whether single or double spring.
C-37—Rear Spring Holder  C-41—Set Screw  C-45—Washer
C-38—Bell  C-42—Screw and Cup  C-46—Hand Wheel

Heavy iron with adjustable wheel attachment for raising and lowering, used on all screw and spring chairs illustrated on pages 82 to 90 inclusive.